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                            UPVC

Combining both hi-tech design and flexible functionality, our uPVC windows are extremely affordable, highly insulating, and easy to maintain.
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                            Aluminium

                            Aluminium windows provide high durability, strength and extremely slim sightlines to ensure that any home can benefit from panoramic views.
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                            Timber

Timber windows from Albion possess excellent insulating qualities whilst making any home look more distinct and authentic.
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                           Casement

The most popular style of window in the UK, casement windows can be supplied in uPVC, aluminium or timber, suiting all styles of home.
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                            Sliding Sash

Vertically sliding to immediately ventilate any room, sash windows from Albion are highly efficient whilst also having a classic heritage charm.
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                            Tilt & Turn

This window can be tilted towards you or opened traditionally, tilt & turn windows provide great ventilation as well as security.
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                            Flush Sash

Flush sash windows feature clean and even sightlines, allowing for panoramic views whilst remaining low maintenance and traditional.
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                            Bay

Albion’s bay windows immediately extend the living space of your home and act as an elegant centrepiece for any property.
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                            Bow

Bow windows curve to give off a more rounded look that can hold up to 7 panels, allowing for optimal amounts of light to enter your home.
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                            Bespoke

Albion Windows can bend or sculpt any uPVC window profile to suit any uniquely shaped aperture you may have in your current property.
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                            Heritage

Heritage style windows instantly add a sense of character to any home. We also tailor uPVC windows to easily replicate authentic timber.
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                            Double glazed

Upgrade to our thermally efficient double glazed windows for better energy performance and stop draughts.
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                            Triple glazed

Save money on your energy bills and keep your home warmer with ultra energy efficient triple glazed windows from Albion.  
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                            Front doors

Ranging from simple designs to more unique variations, we offer various uPVC front door styles that can be suited to fit any home.
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                           Back doors

We use market leading uPVC profiles, and high security locking systems making our uPVC back doors some of the best currently available.
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                            Composite

Composite doors offer the appearance of traditional front doors combined with the thermal performance and security levels of modern technology.
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                            French

Available in either an ‘open in’ or ‘open out’ style to suit your living space, Albion’s French doors make for a beautiful and secure entrance.
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                            Patio

Albion offers slim and easy-glide sliding patio doors, available with 2, 3 or 4 sliding door panels and highly secure multi-point locks.
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                            Bifold Doors

 Enjoy unrestricted views of your garden, terrace or patio by installing Albion’s premium range of bifold doors.
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                            Stable

The most versatile choice of back door available, Stable doors allow for maximum ventilation without having to open up the door fully.
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                            Orangeries

                            A more natural extension to the home, orangeries incorporate more brick than a conservatory to provide a more secure foundation. 
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                            Victorian

                            The most popular conservatory style in the UK, Victorian conservatories can be designed and built to suit most styles of property.
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                            Georgian

                            A Georgian conservatory from Albion features a flat front and a symmetrical shape that floods the room with natural light.
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                            Lean-to

                            The simplest of conservatories in terms of design, Lean-to conservatories feature clean sightlines give it a contemporary look.
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                            P-shape

                            A P-shape conservatory combine both Lean-to and Victorian conservatory styles to give you an impressive living space.
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                            T-shape

                            Capable of boasting either a Victorian, Gable or Georgian style, T-shape conservatories act as a very versatile option.
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                            Gable

                            Gable conservatories, typically constructed to form a square or rectangle shape provide stunning visuals both inside and out!
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                            Roof lanterns

                            Roof lanterns are a bespoke addition suitable for most conservatories, capable of enhancing the space with natural light. 
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                            Replacement Roofs

                            Opting for a replacement conservatory roof can re-invigorate your extension, being substantially more affordable than a new build. 
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                            Glass extensions

                            An alternative to traditional home extensions, glass extensions from Albion allow for maximum light entry that enhances the space. 
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                            Roofline & guttering

                            Refurbish your home’s exterior and simultaneously protect it from the elements with replacement uPVC fascia boards and soffits.
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                            Porches

                            A porch installed by Albion is an entirely versatile home improvement that helps bring a sense of elegance and grace.
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Long-established installer in London

Established for over 35 years with a team of dedicated staff and full after-sales service. We only install quality products that meet high industry standards and are proud members of Checkatrade.com and FENSA.


[image: GGF guarantee protection logo]All of our installations & products are guaranteed for 10 years




Book appointment
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		Head office (Croydon)
			Albion Windows And Conservatories Limited

295 Lower Addiscombe Road

Addiscombe

Greater London

CR0 6RE
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                  Buy with peace of mind

                  All of our customers can expect a 10-year written guarantee with any double glazing or home improvement product to give you complete peace of mind in the unlikely event that anything goes wrong. Our full aftersales and back-up service will clearly guide you through the simple process, resolving any issues as quickly and efficiently as possible. 
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                *Based on minimum order values for selected products. Not applicable for building work. 
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    			        established for over 35 years with a team of dedicated staff and full after-sales service. We only install quality glazing that meet high industry standards and are proud members of Checkatrade.com and FENSA.

    			        Read reviews on Checkatrade 
                

                


                

                
                  
                  
                

            



            
                
                    Location & contact details

                    
                      
                        Albion Windows Installation Office (Croydon)

                        
                        295 Lower Addiscombe Road

                        Croydon, Greater London

                        CR0 6RE

                        

                      

                    


                    
                      
                        Albion Windows Showroom (Bromley)

                        
							Opening Hours:

							Monday - Friday, 9:30am - 5:30pm, By Appointment Only

							Saturday - 10am-3pm- No Appointment Necessary

                        25 Station Approach

                        Hayes, Bromley, Kent

                        BR2 7EQ

                        

                      

                    

                    

                    
                      
                        T: 0208 655 0066

                        E: info@albionwindows.com
                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                      
                      

                    

                

            

    





Credit is subject to status and affordability. Terms & Conditions Apply. Albion Windows and Conservatories Limited FRN: 716541, 295 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, CR0 6RE is a credit broker, not the lender and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Credit is provided by Novuna Consumer Finance is a trading style of Mitsubishi HC Capital UK PLC. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Financial Services Register no. 704348.

                
                    © Copyright 2024 Albion Windows and Conservatories Limited | Registered Business Office Address: 295 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Greater London, CR0 6RE | Registered in England & Wales | Registered No. 03192528 | VAT No. 676399668
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